
I would like to welcome you to the August 
edition of the Stonyhurst International School 
newsletter. As we move towards our opening, 
we will gradually be onboarding additional staff. 

I would like to offer a very warm welcome to 
Ms Bee Leng. Bee Leng joined us this month as 
part of our Admissions and Marketing team and 
will be working closely in support of Sin Yee, our 
Director of Admissions and Marketing.
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Re-envisioning Education

At Stonyhurst International School we are 
excitedly planning for our inaugural school year 
in 2022. I wanted to take this opportunity to 
share some of the educational research that is 
shaping the work that we are doing. My studies 
at Harvard University consider the current 
challenges of leading the academic education of 
a school through the Covid 19 lockdowns and 
the need to treat the difficulties that we have 
experienced as schools as an opportunity to do 
things differently.

In moving away from a “tick box” list of 
requirements for children at different age levels, 
we can increase the focus on the skills students 
need to possess upon graduation.

Here we go again...

And so, we are going back to online learning again 
in September as the re-opening of schools has
been postponed to Oct 3. The Private Education 
Division, Ministry of Education Malaysia 
conducted a survey - Readiness Towards the 
Re-Opening of Schools under the National 
Recovery Plan (NRP) approximately two weeks 
ago to gauge parents’ readiness of physical school 
reopening and clearly majority is not keen for 
physical school to start this week.

James Mower

Sin Yee Ng  – Director of Admissions and Marketing
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The attributes of the Jesuit Pupil 
Profile are at the centre of all 
that we believe in at Stonyhurst 
International School. They will 
also be central to the design of 
our large, airy entrance foyer 
as part of our towering Jesuit 
Profile Tree. 

Performing arts play an 
important role in a Stonyhurst 
education. Our two tier, 530 
seat auditorium has been 
professionally designed to 
provide a top-class performance 
venue. With a large stage area 
and state of the art sound and 
lighting, we look forward to 
enjoying outstanding student 
performances in this venue. 
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Our large multipurpose hall will provide the base for our Physical Education department and offers a flexible space 
for a variety of different sports. House themed viewing areas with retractable bleacher style seating will ensure that 
the atmosphere for our House sporting competitions is always electric!

Our comprehensively stocked 
Junior and Senior School 
libraries will offer multiple 
zones to cater for all of our 
students reading and research 
needs. Quiet reading spaces, 
whole class learning areas and 
private study rooms will ensure 
that there is a suitable space for 
all of our learners.
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Our stylish and contemporary 
Dining Hall will house a 
number of different seating 
configurations, catering to the 
needs of students of all ages. 
Staff and students will dine 
together, either in the main 
dining hall or on the al-fresco 
dining terrace.  All food will be 
prepared fresh on site, in our 
state of the art kitchens by our 
in-house catering team.
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Gerard has worked extensively supporting 
charities and community groups. He was awarded
the ‘Benemerenti Medal’ by Pope Francis for 
his work in reaching out to the most vulnerable 
groups in the society; feeding and providing
shelter to the homeless and bringing joy to
children of the urban poor through tuition and 
and recreation.

The spotlight this month falls on Gerard F.

Robless, a member of the Board of Governors at

Stonyhurst International School.
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